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Abstract 
A regular LindelBf space X and a closed continuous surjection f : X + Y are constructed 
such that f is not inductively irreducible, i.e., no restriction of f to a closed subset of X is an 
irreducible surjection. We also show that if there are no weakly inaccessible cardinals, then every 
closed continuous surjection f : X + Y for paracompact X is inductively irreducible provided Y 
does not contain a dense-in-itself clopen P-subspace. We obtain ZFC results under certain further 
restrictions on X or Y, e.g., if the Lindelof degree of X is less than, or the tightness of Y is less 
than or equal to, the first weakly inaccessible cardinal. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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0. Introduction 
A mapping f of a space X onto a space Y is said to be irreducible if there is no proper 
closed subset H of X such that the restriction of f to H is onto. Knowing that a mapping 
is irreducible can be useful: e.g., separability. ccc, and certain other properties are not 
inversely preserved by closed or even perfect mappings but are inversely preserved by 
closed irreducible mappings. 
Here we investigate when a closed surjection f : X + Y has an irreducible restriction 
to some closed subset X’ of X. If such a restriction exists, we will say that the mapping 
f is inductively irreducible. An easy Zom’s Lemma argument shows that any perfect 
mapping is inductively irreducible. In 1965, N. Lasnev [5] showed that any continuous 
closed surjection f : X -+ Y, with X paracompact and Y Frechet, is inductively irre- 
ducible. Since Frechetness is preserved by closed maps, Lasnev obtained the corollary 
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that any closed map with metrizable domain is inductively irreducible. The most general 
results on this topic seem to have been obtained by Certanov [2], who proved, e.g., that an 
irreducible restriction to some closed subset of the domain X exists if X is paracompact 
(or normal and meta-Lindeliif, or even a closed subset of a product of such spaces), and 
the range Y has a dense set of points which are nonisolated in some countably compact 
subset of Y. 
In a recent personal communication, E.A. Michael asked the author if any assumption 
on the range Y was necessary in Lasnev’s theorem, i.e., is every closed mapping with 
paracompact domain inductively irreducible? A similar, much earlier, question, attributed 
to V.I. Ponomarev by van Douwen (see p. 162 of [3]), asks if any closed mapping with 
normal domain is inductively irreducible, Van Douwen gave a consistent negative answer 
to Ponomarev’s question by constructing, assuming 0, a perfectly normal X and a quasi- 
perfect mapping of X onto the rationals which is not inductively irreducible. 
Van Douwen’s example leaves open Michael’s question, as well as the question of 
whether or not there is a ZFC counterexample to Ponomarev’s question. The following 
ZFC example answers both of these questions: 
Example. There is a Lindelaf space X and a closed mapping f : X + Y which is not 
inductively irreducible. 
By the classical results mentioned above, the range space Y in any counterexample 
such as ours cannot have much in the way of countable convergence properties, and 
in fact our Y is a P-space, i.e., Gs-sets are open, so it has no countable convergence 
properties whatever. It is natural to ask, in view of our example, what is the best possible 
positive result for closed mappings with (say) paracompact domain? One can obtain a 
counterexample in which the range is not a P-space by simply considering the topological 
sum of our example with any other closed map in which the range is not a P-space. 
So, then, the weakest possible assumption on the range would seem to be that it does 
not contain a nonempty dense-in-itself clopen P-subspace. We show that this is indeed 
true, under the assumption that there are no inaccessible cardinals (which is relatively 
consistent with ZFC): 
Main Theorem. Asslrme that no weakly inaccessibte cardinal exists. Suppose f : X + Y 
is a closed mapping, with X meta-Lindel$ If Y does not contain a nonempty dense- 
in-itself open (if Y is regular we can say clopen) P-subspace, then f is inductively 
irreducible. 
Unfortunately, we do not know if any set-theoretic assumption beyond ZFC is neces- 
sary in the above theorem. We can prove in ZFC the analogous result under the stronger 
assumption that Y has a dense set of points which are either isolated or limit points of 
some countable subset of Y (see Corollary 2.8), an assumption which is still weaker, 
for regular Y, than those on Y given in the above results of Lasnev and Certanov. (We 
should point out, however, that Certanov’s most general results are incomparable with 
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ours.) We also get ZFC results if we add mild assumptions on X or Y to the hypotheses 
of the main theorem, e.g., that the Lindelof degree of X (respectively, the tightness of 
Y) is less than (respectively, less than or equal to) the first weakly inaccessible cardinal. 
1. The example 
The purpose of this section is to present an example of a closed mapping with Lindelijf 
domain which is not inductively irreducible. After seeing our original example, Steve 
Watson found a much simpler one, which we present here (Example 1.2) with his kind 
permission. 
Our original example began with the following space Y, as does Watson’s example. 
It seems to be known (perhaps folklore) that Y is a Lindelof P-space. For the benefit of 
the reader, we include a proof of its properties. 
Example 1.1. Let 
Y = {?J E 2w’: ]y-‘(l)] < W}’ 
i.e., Y is the set of all WI-sequences of O’s and l’s having only finitely many 1’s. Give 
Y the “countable support topology”, i.e., the topology generated by sets of the form 
[cr] = {y E Y: y extends g}, where 0 is a function from some countable subset of WI 
into 2. Then Y is a hereditarily paracompact Lindelbf P-space. 
Proof. It is clear that for each y E Y, {[y r CY]: o < WI } is a well-ordered decreasing 
base at y in type WI. It follows that Y is a P-space. 
To see that Y is hereditarily paracompact, note the collection 
B={[a]: 3Q<w,((T:cy+2)} 
is a clopen base for Y which is a tree under reverse inclusion. If U is any open cover 
of some open subspace 0 of Y, then the collection P of minimal members of B which 
are contained in 0 and in some member of U is a clopen partition of 0 which refines 
U. So Y is hereditarily paracompact. 
It remains to prove that Y is Lindelof. Suppose not. Then there is an open cover U,, 
o < WI, of Y, and points yYN E U, \ Up<, Uo. Note that the set of ya’s is locally 
countable in Y. Let F, = y;’ (1). There is an uncountable subfamily of the F,‘s which 
form a n-system; i.e., there is an uncountable W c WI and a finite set F such that 
F, n Fp = F for every a # ,0 E W. The characteristic function XF of F is in Y, and it 
is easy to check that every neighborhood of XF contains uncountably many ua’s. This 
contradiction completes the proof. 0 
Example 1.2. There are regular hereditarily paracompact Lindelof P-spaces X and Y, 
with X also being scattered, and a closed map f : X + Y which is not inductively 
irreducible. 
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Proof. Let Y be as in Example 1.1. For each n E w, let Y, = {y E Y: /y-‘(l)/ < n}. 
Then Y, is a closed nowhere-dense scattered subspace of Y. For each n, let X, be a 
copy of Y, such that the collection {X n nEw is pairwise-disjoint, and let } 
x=$x,. 
Let f : X + Y be the natural mapping 
identity. 
whose restriction to each X, is (in effect) the 
We show that f is closed. Suppose H c X is closed. Clearly f(H n X,) is closed in 
Y for each n. Since Y is a P-space, it follows that 
f(H) = u f(ff n Xn) 
nEw 
is closed in Y. 
It remains to prove that f is not inductively irreducible. Suppose X’ c X is closed 
in X and f r X’ maps onto Y. We need to show that some proper closed subset of X’ 
maps onto Y. 
Note that every fiber f-‘(y) contains exactly one point of each X, for n 3 Iy/-‘( l)/. 
We claim that X’ meets every fiber in an infinite set. If we prove this, then X’ \ X, 
is for sufficiently large n a proper closed subset of X’ which maps onto Y, and we are 
done. 
To prove the claim, suppose by way of contradiction that X’ n S-‘(y) C eiG, Xi. 
Then Y \ f(&,, Xi) IS an open subset of Y containing y. So f(eiG, Xi) contains a 
neighborhood of y. But f($<, Xi) = Y, 1s nowhere-dense in Y, contradiction. 0 
2. Some positive results 
In this section we consider the weakest possible assumption on the range Y which 
would guarantee that any closed map with paracompact or meta-Lindelof domain is 
inductively irreducible. The space Y of Example 1.2 is a dense-in-itself P-space. In 
view of this, the weakest possible assumption on Y which might allow one to obtain a 
positive result would seem to be that Y does not contain a dense-in-itself open (if Y is 
regular it is equivalent to say clopen) subspace which is a P-space. We show that we can 
in fact obtain a positive result (Corollary 2.5) in this case, provided there are no weakly 
inaccessible cardinals. We do not know if the result is true in ZFC. We get a ZFC result 
under some additional mild assumptions on the range Y or the domain X (Corollary 2.7). 
We mention that, in particular, it follows from Corollary 2.7 that, in ZFC, any closed 
mapping with Lindeliif domain which is not inductively irreducible must be similar to 
Example 1.2 in the sense that the range must contain a clopen dense-in-itself P-space. 
Recall that a point II: in a space X is a P-point if the countable intersection of neigh- 
borhoods of x is again a neighborhood of z. 
Lemma 2.1. The following statements (a) and (b) are equivalentfor any space Y; ifY 
is regular; all are equivalent: 
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(a) Y does not contain a nonempty dense-in-itself open P-subspace; 
(b) Y has a dense set of points which are either isolated or non-P-points; 
(c) Y does not contain a nonempty dense-in-itse(f‘clopen P-subspace. 
Proof. The elementary proof of (a)++(b) is left to the reader. That (a)=+(c) is trivial. 
To see l(a) + T(C) if Y is regular, suppose U is a dense-in-itself open P-subspace of 
Y. It easily follows from the regularity of Y that there is a nonempty closed Gs-set G 
with G c U. Since U is a P-subspace. G is clopen. 0 
If a closed map f : X 4 Y is not inductively irreducible, then there is for some 
(limit) ordinal K a well-ordered sequence {Ha: Q < K} of closed subsets of X such 
that f 1 Ha is onto for each CI < K, but f [ nucn H, is not onto. We can also 
always choose HO so that l(f 1 HO)-’ (y)l = 1 f or any isolated point y E Y. This 
ensures that f(HK.) contains all the isolated points of Y, where H, = ncuCK H,, and 
so Y \ f(H 1 ( k IS nonempty and) dense-in-itself. Since any cofinal subsequence of such 
a sequence is another such sequence, the least such ordinal, which we will denote by 
I, is always a regular cardinal. For convenience, if f is inductively irreducible, we 
will say 6(f) = cx). 
To see most clearly what is going on, it will be helpful to state our results in terms of 
h(f). We will first show that, under the basic assumption on Y that we are considering, 
I can never be w. By way of contrast, note that if the range is a P-space, then 6(f) 
can be w: indeed, our example of the previous section has I = w. 
Lemma 2.2. Let f :X + Y be a closed map, and suppose that every dense-in-itself 
open set in Y contains a non- P-point. Then ti( f) # UJ. 
Proof. Suppose {Hn: n E w} witnesses that 6(f) = w. Let H, = nnEw H,, and 
choose a non-P-point p E Y \ f(Hy). Then there are closed sets K, C Y \ {p} with 
P E ~l(lJ,,~~ &). Let 
L = u (H, n f-‘(K,)). 
7LEW 
Since the restriction of f to each H, is onto, we have f(L) = lJnEU, K,,, so p E 
cl(f(L)) = f(cl(L)). Let z E cl(L) n f-‘(p). Since each H, n f-‘(Kn) is closed, we 
must have, for each m E w, 
:I^ E cl ( U (H, n fC’(KJ)) c &. 
ri >7IL 
SO :C E H, n f-‘(p), contradicting p $ f(H4). 0 
We will soon see that if we assume that X is meta-Lindelgf, and Y satisfies the same 
condition as in Lemma 2.2, then I must be weakly inaccessible (and hence our main 
positive result follows). To prove this, we will need some combinatorics. 
For cardinals n and A, with X < m, let A(K, X) denote the following statement: 
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(*) There exist fa : K + w, Q: < K, such that, whenever (A,: a < 6) is a sequence of 
disjoint subsets of K. of cardinality < X and B is unbounded in 6, then for every 
k E w, there exists a: E K and p E B such that 
To get a feel for the condition, let us note that A(wl, WI) is true: any sequence of 
functions f0 : WI + w, Q < WI, such that fa is one-to-one on cy works. (Consider a 
/3 E B that is above infinitely many of the Aa’s.) We will soon see that A(n, 6) holds 
in ZFC for any uncountable successor cardinal. On the other hand, it is not difficult to 
show that A(K, w) fails if K. is weakly compact (using the partition relation ti + (6):). 
To get our main result for paracompact (or metacompact) X, we only need to use 
A(K, w), and for meta-Lindelbf A(&, WI), though I do not know if these conditions are 
significantly weaker than A(K, K). Condition A(&, K) is a generalization of a property of 
one of Todorcevic’s p-functions . . . namely, p(o, p) = “the length of the minimal walk 
from ,0 to cy” along some square sequence (see, e.g., [ 1, Proposition 4.17(b)]). Todorcevic 
has noted that this condition, and by the same proof condition A(K, K), holds for any 
cardinal which admits a very weak kind of square sequence (condition (A2) on p. 94 of 
[l]), and that such cardinals include all uncountable regular successor cardinals. Since 
the result we need is not explicitly stated in the literature, we include a proof below. The 
proof is a minor reworking of the proof of Proposition 4.17(b) of [l] and is an example 
of a situation in which avoiding the use of elementary submodels makes the proof shorter 
and more transparent. 
First we recall the minimal walk. Given an uncountable regular cardinal R, and 
a “C-sequence” C,, Q: < K, such that C, is club in a (we assume C, = {o - l} 
if a is not a limit), define an “w-coloring” c((Y, p) for cy < /3 as follows. Let 60 = p. 
Given & > a, let &+I = min(Cs% \ o). For some n < UJ we will have 6, = o, and we 
let ~(a, ,B) = n. We say C(Q, p) is “the length of the minimal walk from p to cr along 
the sequence {Cal: Q < K}“. 
If K is a successor cardinal, say K = X+, we can choose C, having order type < X. 
Certainly such a sequence {Cal: Q < K} will satisfy the following condition: 
(#) For every club C in 6, there exists v < K such that, V’p < 6, C n v @ CD. 
The following proposition then shows that A(&, K) holds for every uncountable suc- 
cessor cardinal (putting fe(r) equal to c(y, cr) if y < cy and 0 otherwise). 
Proposition 2.3 (Todorcevic). Suppose K is a regular uncountable cardinal, {Ccy: (Y < 
K} is a C-sequence satisfying (4, and ~(a, /I) is the length of the minimal walk from p 
to cz along {C,: a < K}. Then whenever A,, cx < n, is a sequence of disjoint bounded 
subsets of IC, B is unbounded in K, and k E w, there exists cx E K and ,8 E B such that 
c(y, P) b kfor every Y E A,. 
Proof. The proposition is trivial for Ic = 0. Assume it is true for Ic = n - 1, and suppose 
A,, c~ < 6, is a sequence of disjoint bounded subsets of K. and B is unbounded in K. 
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Claim. There exists p < K such that {min(Co \ cl): P E B} is unbounded in n. 
Proof. Suppose the claim fails. For each p < IC, let f(p) E K be bigger than 
sup{ min(C0 \ cl): P E B}. 
There is a club C in K such that 6 E C and b < 6 implies f(jh) < S. We will get a 
contradiction to property (#) by showing C n B c C/y for every /5’ E B. So suppose 
p E R and 6 E C f! p. If S 6 Cp, then sup(Cp n 5) < p for some p < 6. But then 
f(l~) 3 min(C/j \ p) 3 6, contradiction. So S E Co and the claim is proved. 0 
Take IL satisfying the condition of the claim. Note that, since the A,‘s are disjoint, 
we have p < min(A,) for sufficiently large cy < 6. Applying the induction hypothesis 
to those A,‘s lying above p in this sense, and to B’ = {min(C/T \ p): ,5’ E B}, we see 
that there are o < K with 1-1 < min(A,) and /J E B such that c(y. min(Co \ ,Q)) > n - 1 
for every y E A,. For y E A,, we have p < y < min(Cs \ ,u), which implies 
min(Cp \ y) = min(Cp \ p). S o min(Cp \ ,Q) is the first step on the minimal walk from 
/3 to y, and since c(y,min(Cp \ p)) 3 n - I it takes at least n - 1 steps to get from 
min(Co \ II) to y. Hence c(y, @) > n for every y E A,, and so the proposition is true 
for k- = n. 0 
Proposition 2.4. Suppose X is metacompact (respectively, meta-Lindeloj), Y contains 
no dense-in-itself open P-subspace, and f : X + Y is a closed map. If K. > in and 
A(K. UJ) (respectively, A(K, WI)) holds, then n(f) # K,. In particular; if f is not inductively 
irreducible, then I is weakly inaccessible. 
Corollary 2.5. Assume there are no weakly inaccessible cardinals. If X is meta-Lindelof 
and Y contains no dense-in-itself open P-subspace, then every closed mapping f : X 4 
Y is inductively irreducible. 
Remark. Recall that (by Lemma 2.1) if Y is regular-which is automatically the case 
if X is paracompact (or just normal)-then it is the same to say “clopen P-subspace” in 
Corollary 2.5 (as well as in Corollary 2.7 below). 
Proof of Proposition 2.4. First note that the final sentence of the proposition follows 
from the preceding part, because n(f) # w by Lemma 2.2, and A(n, n) holds for every 
uncountable successor cardinal by the statement preceding Proposition 2.3. 
We will prove the version of Proposition 2.4 for X meta-Lindeliif, the metacompact 
case being similar. So let f : X --f Y satisfy the hypotheses, and suppose f is not 
inductively irreducible with n(f) = K > w. Let {H,},,, be a maximal decreasing 
sequence of closed subsets of X such that f r H, is onto for each cr < n, I(f 1 
fb- (I/)[ = 1 f or every isolated point y E Y, and let H, = naCn H,. Then Y \ f (HK,) 
is a nonempty dense-in-itself subset of Y, so it contains some non-P-point p. There is 
an increasing sequence of closed sets K, C Y \ {p} with p E c~(U,~~ K,,). 
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Since X is meta-Lindelof, there is a point-countable open cover {Ucy: cy < K} of 
f-‘(p) with U, c X \ H, f or each Q < n (consider a strict point-countable open 
refinement of the open cover {X \ (H, n f-‘(p)): cx < K}). Let U,, = U, \ f-t (&). 
Let {fey: o < K} witness the property A(n,wl). For each Q < n, choose an open 
neighborhood V, of p with 
f-‘(K) c u %,(P). 
P<K 
Now let W be an open neighborhood of p such that 
f-‘(w) C u (& n f-‘(K)). 
ff<K 
There is q E K, n W for some n E w. For each z E f-‘(q), note that 2 $! U,, for 
any m 3 n, and let A, = {cr: z E Ucy}. Since 5 E Hp implies min(A,) > ,8, there is a 
subset J of f-‘(q) of cardinality K such that the AZ’s for IC E J are disjoint. 
Let B = {/3 < K: q E VP}. We claim that B is unbounded in K.. To see this, take any 
CI < K and cc E f-‘(q) n H,. Since q E W and f-‘(w) c Ua,,(U~ I-I f-‘(Vi)), we 
have 5 E Up n f-’ (VP) f or some p. For such ,D, q = f(z) E V,. Since 5 E H, and 
U, n H, = 0 for p < CE:, we must have p 3 CC, proving the claim. 
Now by A(&, WI), there is 50 E J and /3 E B with fp(~~) > n for each a E A,,. 
But then 50 +! UaCn UcyfO(a) (recalling 50 $ U,, for any m 2 n), whence q $! VP, 
contradiction. q 
Recall that the Lindeliif degree ,5(X) of X is the least cardinal X such that every open 
cover of X has a subcover of cardinality X, and the tightness t(X) is the least cardinal 
p such that, whenever II: E cl(A), there is B C A with IBI < p and z E cl(B). Let us 
also define wt(X) to be the least cardinal A such that X has a dense set of points that 
are either isolated or limit points of some subset of X of cardinality 6 X. Of course, 
wt(X) < t(x). 
Lemma 2.6. If a closed map f : X --) Y is not inductively irreducible, then 
(9 n(f) < L(X); and 
(ii) $X is meta-Lindelos then n(f) < wt(Y). 
Corollary 2.7. Suppose X is meta-Lindeloi and Y contains no dense-in-itself open 
P-subspace. Let v be the first weakly inaccessible cardinal. If either L(X) < u or 
wt(Y) < V, then f is inductively irreducible. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 2.6 and Proposition 2.4. 0 
The assumption on Y in the following corollary is, for regular Y, weaker than previ- 
ously considered in the literature in this context. 
Corollary 2.8. Suppose X is meta-Lindelof and Y has a dense set of points that are 
either isolated or limits of some countable set (i.e., wt(Y) < w). Then every closed map 
f : X + Y is inductively irreducible. 
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Proof. Note that the assumption on Y implies that Y has no dense-in-itself open P- 
subspace. So the result follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. Suppose {H,: cy < K} witnesses that 6(f) = K; let H, = 
fln<n He. 
Proofof( Choose p E Y \ f(Hn). The collection {X \ f-‘(p) n H,: cr < PC} is an 
open cover of X with no subcover of cardinality less than K. Thus K, 6 L(X). 
Proof of (ii). First note that if wt(Y) 6 w, then by Lemma 2.2, K > w. So we may 
suppose by way of contradiction that K is uncountable and > wt(Y). Choose p E Y \ 
f(n,,,, H,) such that p E cl(Z) for some 2 E [Y \ {p}lGK. Since X is meta-Lindeltif, 
as in the proof of Proposition 2.4 there is a point-countable open cover {Ua: o < K} of 
f-‘(p) with U,, c X \ Ha for each Q < K. 
Let Z = {z/j: /3 < X}, where X < K. Choose 11’0 E f-‘(zo), and let EO = {O < 
K: 50 E Ua}. If zcp has been defined for all p < 5, 6 < X, choose 26 E f-‘(~6) f’ HCychj, 
where SUP(U~<~ 01E < a(6) < K, and let En = {n < K: x6 E Ua}. It is possible to 
choose such ~(6) since each E,J is countable and K is a regular uncountable cardinal. 
Let D = {“.B: p < X}, and consider ck < K. Suppose U, contains two members 
of D, say x~ and x6, with [3 < S. Then Q E En, so cr < a(b). Since :c~ E U,, 
and U, n (X \ H,) = 0, we have U, n (X \ H,,(,,) = 0. But .Q E Hac6) n U,, 
contradiction. Thus each U, contains at most one point of D. Then f-‘(p) ncl(D) = 0, 
hence p $ f(cl(D)) = cl(f(D)) = cl(Z), contradiction. 0 
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